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Lyngsoe Systems Receives Platinum second year in a row at 

 2018 Modern Library Awards 
  

[Aars, Denmark, 01/24/2018] –  Lyngsoe Systems, a global leading automation provider is pleased to announce it 
has received two platinum awards and an honorable mention at Library Works’ fourth annual Modern 
Library Awards (MLA). The MLAs were created to recognize the top products and services in the library 
industry in a truly unbiased format. Only customers with experience with the nominated products/services 
in their facilities were permitted to judge the products/services resulting in a balanced scoring. 

“We are extremely happy that the library community is seeing and feeling the benefits from the products 
we provide. We couldn’t be prouder and will continue to deliver the high-quality standard that our 
customers have gotten accustomed to” says Lyngsoe Systems US President Cory McCoy. 

The Lyngsoe Library Mate™ 2100 received its second annual platinum MLA award in a row. It’s an exterior 
patron return designed specifically to endure outdoor weather conditions and is easy to use for patrons 
while eliminating repetitive tasks for the staff. 

The Lyngsoe Tote Check-In Server™ received a platinum MLA award. It’s the newest edition in the Library 
product line made for eliminating the requirement of individual scans of each item in every single shipping 
tote. It allows one single scan of a tote, checking in all the items inside it. 

The Lyngsoe Sort Mate™ 2000, the modular sorter system received the honorable mention. Designed to 
allow for flexible adaption to any small or big libraries and challenging premises. 

Jenny Newman, publisher and MLA program manager said, “It’s hardly a surprise that Lyngsoe Systems 
scored so well. They’ve been at the forefront of the industry since their company entered the market”. 

The awards will be presented to Lyngsoe Systems at ALA Midwinter in Denver by LibraryWorks. 

For more information about the products, please read here 
 

Read the official MLA Awards announcements here 

https://www.lyngsoesystems.com/en/our-solutions/library-solutions/
http://www.lyngsoesystems.com/
http://www.lyngsoesystems.com/
https://online.flippingbook.com/view/501239/
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About Lyngsoe Systems 

Lyngsoe Systems has been a world leader in the field of cutting-edge electronic logistics control for over 40 
years and is leading within the radio frequency identification (RFID) technology. With a proven record of 
accomplishment of more than 3,700 installations in 56 countries, the Lyngsoe Systems team can 
demonstrate extensive experience in customer process knowledge, solution design, software 
development, integration, service and maintenance.  

About LibraryWorks 

LibraryWorks helps administrators to make informed decisions about library technology, automation and 
software, collection development and management, facilities and furnishings, staffing, purchasing, and 
other areas that drive effective strategic planning and day-to-day operations. Our family of resources can 
enable you to identify best practices, monitor trends, evaluate new products and services, apply for grants 
and funding, post or find a job, and even enjoy some library humour. 

About the Modern Library Awards program 

The Modern Library Awards (MLAs) is a program designed to recognize elite products and services in the 
library market which can help library management personnel enhance the quality-of-experience for the 
library user and increase the performance of their library systems. 
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